CT-based automated planning of acetabular cup for total hip arthroplasty (THA) based on hybrid use of two statistical atlases.
This study describes the use of CT images in atlas-based automated planning methods for acetabular cup implants in total hip arthroplasty (THA). The objective of this study is to develop an automated cup planning method considering the statistical distribution of the residual thickness. From a number of past THA planning datasets, we construct two statistical atlases that represent the surgeon's expertise. The first atlas is a pelvis-cup merged statistical shape model (PC-SSM), which encodes global spatial relationships between the patient anatomy and implant. The other is a statistical residual thickness map (SRTM) of the implant surface, which encodes local spatial constraints of the anatomy and implant. In addition to PC-SSM and SRTM, we utilized the minimum thickness as a threshold constraint to prevent penetration. The proposed method was applied to the pelvis shapes segmented from CT images of 37 datasets of osteoarthritis patients. Automated planning results with manual segmentation were compared to the plans prepared by an experienced surgeon. There was no significant difference in the average cup size error between the two methods (1.1 and 1.2 mm, respectively). The average positional error obtained by the proposed method, which integrates the two atlases, was significantly smaller (3.2 mm) than the previous method, which uses single atlas (3.9 mm). In the proposed method with automated segmentation, the size error of the proposed method for automated segmentation was comparable (1.1 mm) to that for manual segmentation (1.1 mm). The average positional error was significantly worse (4.2 mm) than that using manual segmentation (3.2 mm). If we only consider mildly diseased cases, however, there was no significance between them (3.2 mm in automated and 2.6 mm in manual segmentation). We infer that integrating PC-SSM and SRTM is a useful approach for modeling experienced surgeon's preference during cup planning.